
How A Cell Can Be Compared To 
A City Created by Nasvin.J



Nucleus - ( city hall )
● Ribosomes are made in the nucleolus - The city hall is in the center of the 

city, which holds important jobs and meetings are held in the city hall. 
Additionally, it is the basis for activity and growth.

● Chromatin: The storage/files unit - contains all the information about the 
city and its people, which is held in the city hall



Mitochondria - ( power plant )

● The power plant - Releases/provides energy for the city to power 
lights, computers, etc. Additionally, the city is constantly under 
construction, meaning that more power plants are being made.



Lysosomes -  ( the recycling and waste disposal 
center )

● The recycling and waste disposal center - It gets rid of unwanted waste
● The waste incineration facility of the waste disposal center - It destroys 

things unneeded and non-reusable, which may be also hazardous/harmful
● Crusher plant  - The part of the facility in the incinerator process, which is 

used to compact and break down waste



Vacuoles - ( warehouses )

● Warehouses - Stores food, water, waste, supplies and more.



Cilia and flagella - ( event organiser committee )
● Event organiser committee - Creates movement throughout the city
● Cilia: Buses - Short in amount and high in power
● Flagella: Cars- Numerous in amount and low in power



Golgi apparatus - ( post office )

● The post office office - Changes, sorts and packages mail. While the mail is 
then sent to various destinations within the city, which is eventually 
processed and sent out of the city

○ Vesicle: mailing trucks - Sends the packages from the post office and 
delivers them to targeted destinations



Flashcards to review: 
https://quizlet.com/516447237/flashcards

https://quizlet.com/516447237/flashcards

